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Let e(t) be continuous, periodic with period T 3-s 0, and have mean zero. 
In this note we will show that for any number c the differential equation 
.i: -+ c.t + g(x) = e(t) (1) 
has a T-periodic solution provided that g is continuous, .vg(.v) 2 0 for 1 s 
sufficiently large, and g(x)/.y - 0 as 1 s / --f ‘x. Our proof makes use of what 
appears to be a new method of applying the Schauder fixed point theorem to 
establish the existence of periodic solutions of nonlinear differential equations. 
In a future paper we hope to be able to formulate this method in a general 
setting and thereby establish the existence of periodic solutions of more 
general nonlinear differential equations. 
For brevity we introduce some notation. P will denote the set of real- 
valued continuous functions with period T. Q will denote the set off E P 
with 
.I’ 
J/‘(s)ds = 0. If f~ P, llfii will denote maxIf‘(l 
For ease in proving the first part of our main result, we state three easil! 
established lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. If F E P and G(F)(t) = [e7 - 11-l J:L’ P-(~-~“F(s) ds, then 
G(F) E P, (1 G(F)I’ < l/F /I, and G(F) . zs a solution qf the difjreerential equation 
.t + s = F(t). 
From Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain: 
* The author wishes to acknowledge the partial support of the National Science 
Foundation under Grant No. GP 7447. 
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LEMMA 3. If f EQ and H(f) = G(I(f)), then H(f) E P; 
II H(f )I1 < Ill(f )I1 < (vwf II * 
THEOREM. Let e E Q. If g is continuous, if 
g(x)/x*O as (x(-+co, 
and if there exists a number b such that 
xg(x) 2 0 for / x 1 2 6, 
then for any number c the dzjkrential equation 
f + cJi + g(x) = e(t) 
has at least one T-periodic solution. 
(2) 
(3) 
PROOF: Case I. c # 0. 
In this case it suffices to consider c = 1 for under the change of independ- 
ent variable s = ct, the equation takes the form x” + x’ + h(x) = E(s), 
’ = (d/ds) where h(x) = g(x)/c”, E(s) = e(s/c)/c2, so that h(x) x > 0 for 
1 x / 3 b, h(x)/x 4 0 as ( x / -+ co, 
ifS= lcj T. 
and E(s + S) = E(s), s,” E(v) dv = 0, 
We note that the condition (2) implies that for any E > 0 there exists a 
number L(E) such that 
I &>I d ED if D 3 L(e) and 1x1 <D. (4) 
Indeed, if r(E) is such that /g(x)/ < E j x ( for 1 x / > r(E), if 
AJI = max{l ,&-)I ) I x I < +)I 
and L(e) E max(r(c), M/E), L(E) satisfies (4). 
If 0 E P, let us define 
N>(t) = ‘de(t)) - w% N(B) = f STg(B(s)) ds. 
0 
Clearly, for all 0 E P, i(6) EQ and 
II6(~>ll G 26~1 if D > L(E) and II ell G D- (6) 
Let R denote the real numbers and let B = P x R. If (0, a), (ol , a,), 
(0, , a2) E B, x1 , x2 E R, let us define 
w 41 = II e II + I a I, 
qel ,a,) + x,v, 1 a2) = (-54 + x2e2 , +a, + -v2a2). 
With these definitions (B, 1 1) is a complete normed linear space. If for each 
(8, U) E B we define A[(e, a)] = (0*, a*) where 
e* = a + H[e - &9)] 
a’ = a - Aye”) (7) 
then, by Lemma 3, A is a continuous mapping of B into B. 
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Let 
0 i 6 < min{l/3, 1/3Tj, 
/I : max{b/(l - 36), (6 $- (3/2) T ii e !I)/( 1 ~~ 37’S), L(6){ 
where L(6) is as in (4), and let 
III = max{W, (T/2)11 e + 7’8Dl 
80 that 
b + 31~1 :< D. 
Let 
h- = ((0, a) G B (II 6, // d D, ( a. 1 s=. 6 + 2m: 
so that K is a closed and convex subset of B. We assert: 
(i) A(K) C K, 
(ii) -4(K) is conditionally compact (&A(K) closure compact). 
To prove (i) consider (0. u) E R, from (6)-( 11) and Lemma 3, 
~ H” (1 :::-- a 1 + 1; H[e - R(O)]ii 
.-: (b + 2m) + (T/2)11 e -- i(0)!! 
‘. (b + 2m) + T/2(1/ e 11 + 2SD) ; b + 3m :$ D. 
If -(b + rn) --<I a :z- b + m, then since 
D 2 L(S) and 1: 8* :I D, 
j, iV(i(s*)l, == ii + J 
.T 
0 
g@*(s)) ds I/ <. 6D < in, 
so that -(6 T 2m) G. a - N(e*) < b + 2m, and so 
a E [-(6 + m), (5 $- m)] implies a* E [-(b + 2m), b 2m]. 
By (6), (7), and (54, 
(13) 
I P* ~~ a II = !I H[e - P(O)]11 < (T/2)(/j e II t- 2SD) 111) 
so that n .> b T nt implies O*(t) >, b and a : < --(b + m) implies 0*(t) 6 -6 
for all t. Hence, by (3) a > b + m impliesg(O*(t)) 2 0, and n < -(b -t m) 
impliesg(P(t)) cc< 0 for all t. Hence, by (3) and (5) (b + m) :<i a :s: (b $- 2m) 
implies b Y:. a - A’(@*) -i< a :g b + 2nz and -(b + 2m) ::< a r.: --(6 +- m) 
implies -(b + 2m) < a -.< a - N(B*) :c. -b. Hence, 
a E [6 + m 6 -t 2wz] implies a* E [b, b -f 2m], 
a E [-(b + 2m), --(b + m)] implies a* E [-(b -t 2m), -b]. (14) 
Assertion (i) follows from (1 I)-( 14). 
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(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
To prove assertion (ii) we must show that if {(B,*, u,*)} = {A(& , a,)} is a 
sequence in A(K), then there exists a subsequence {(0,X,, an*,)> of ((0: , at)} 
and an element (8, 3) E B such that 
Suppose then ((0: , a:)} = {A(& , u,J} is such a sequence. We consider the 
functions V, = H[e - &&)I L- G[I(e - &&))J. By (9) and Lemmas l-3, 
II z$, Ii< VP)11 e - N4Jll d WW e II + 260) d m 
and 
Hence, the sequence {v,} is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded, and thus, 
since {w,} C P, by Ascoli’s Lemma, there exists a subsequence {vn,} of (v,J and 
a w E P such that 
lim il vnk --WI\ =o. nk+* 
From the condition Q,,,. E [- (b + 2m], we may assume by again taking 
subsequences that 
j?m a,, = 01 
exists and so by (7), 
uniformly in t. Obviously, 
lim an*, = lim (a,, - fv(e,*,)) = a - I@) c 6; ?q+r Q.-w 
and hence, 
which proves assertion (ii). 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1, Case I, we note that (i), (ii), the fact 
that K is closed and convex, and the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem as given 
in [l, p. 1311 imply the existence of a($, 6) E K such that (4, a) = A[(+, 1;)] = 
(4”s a^*). 
Therefore by (7), 
wq = 0, $(4) = gw, 
4 = a + We --g(4)], 
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and so by Lemma 3,$ E P and 
8 +$ +g($) = e(t). 
Case II. c = 0. 
To take care of this case we need a substitute for Lemma 3. 
IffE P. we definef #(t) :-= f(t) - (I/T) Jrf(.~) cls. It follows immediately 
that 
f #EQ, ~l.f#Nl .. 2 l,.f' (15) 
LEMMA 4. Zf f E Q and S( f ) = Z(I( f #)), therl 
S(f)GPl~S(f),/. 7”12i-f 
rend S( f ) is a solution of 
.i: = f(t). (16) 
PROOF. By Lemma 1 and (I 5) I( f ) E P and I( .f )# E 0, another application 
of Lemma I implies that S(f) = 1(l( f )#) G P. AIoreover, by Lemma I and 
(1% 
:!I(l(f)#)ll <(~/2)111(f)#I/ 5 TllZ(f)li -< T2/2ilfl;. 
If .v -= 1(1( f )#)(t), then 
k = I(f )#(t) = [‘f(s) ds - f j: i 1’ f(u) du) ds. 
-n -n 
.\nother differentiation gives (16). 
C’ONCLUSION OF PROOF. For (0,a)~P x R define E(B,a) = (tlq,tfrj 
where 
H* = a + S(e --j(O)), 
a” = (I - Aye*). 
By mimicking the proof for Case I we show that E has a fixed point (u, b) and 
II is T-periodic solution of 
.iE + g(x) = e(t). 
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